Crack Detection in Ceramic Tiles using Zoning and Edge Detection Methods
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ABSTRACT
The quality control process in ceramic tile industry plays crucial role to enhance the quality standards. At present the quality analysis is mostly done manually. Manual inspection is not so efficient and it is labour intensive. Defect detection accuracy is lower due to human mistakes and unforgiving mechanical condition. To vanquish these issues, an automated inspection system for crack tiles that depends on image processing methods is presented. The tiles are examined using image processing concept using matlab software. The processing is very less compared to that of manual inspection. The automated inspection system can replace the manual ceramic tile detection system more efficiently and with better accuracy.

Manual inspection system is based on the human judgment. The quality of human judgment depends on the prior knowledge, training and experience of the inspecting of the employee. The main disadvantage of the manual inspection is that the decision made on the defect detection may vary on the person operating. Further the inspection for long period of time may cause eye fatigue and the brain gets tired and this may lead to wrong inspections or decision makings.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 presents proposed methods. Section 4, shows experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
In paper, H. Elbehiery et al. have proposed an algorithm for surface defect detection on ceramic tiles which is based on image processing and morphological techniques [1]. First part of the algorithm starts with image acquisition, and then histogram equalization is performed on the images.

In second paper,[2], Boukouvalas et al. applied techniques based on a set of separable line filters, through textured tile crack detector based on the Wigner distribution and a conjoint spatial frequency representation of texture,

In third paper, Yiyang et al. [3] have proposed a crack detection algorithm based on digital image processing technology. By pre-processing, image segmentation and feature extraction, they have obtained the information about the crack image.
In fourth paper [4], Alam et al. have proposed a detection technique by the combination of the digital image correlation and acoustic emission. The former method gives a very precise measurement of surface displacements, thus crack openings and crack spacing were determined.

In referred paper used the co-occurrence matrix in order to extract the features of the ceramic tiles. This is method have been applied to texture classification of aerial photographs and photomicrographs [5].

### III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

#### Pre-processing:

The input is taken as the image of the cracked tile. In this step, it remove if their present any external noise in image. The main idea is to find the clear image so that it can be further processed. Then it is converted into grayscale from the color image, which is easy for the extraction. By using the edge detector contour of the tile is identified. $\text{hsv} = \text{rgb2hsv(rgb)}$ changes over RGB esteem to the fitting tone, immersion, and esteem (HSV) arranges. rgb can be a p-by-3 colormap cluster or a m-by-n-by-3 picture exhibit. hsv is an indistinguishable size from rgb.

The result of applying an edge detection to an image may prompt an arrangement of associated curves that show the limits of items, the limits of surface markings and in addition curves that compare to discontinuities in surface orientation. Along these lines, applying an edge recognition calculation to a picture may essentially decrease the measure of information to be handled and may consequently reduce amount of data that might be viewed as less relevant, while saving the critical basic properties of a picture. In the event that the edge detection step is fruitful, subsequent task of interpreting the information contents in the original picture may accordingly be generously streamlined. In any case, it isn't generally conceivable to acquire such perfect edges from genuine pictures of moderate complexity.

Image enhancement is done, the normal image that is given as input is converted into binary image as the result has to be in 0s and 1s. This method of converting image to binary image is known as binarization. In the enhancement part, the image is filtered and the crack is marked. Binary morphology method is applied.

$\text{IM2} = \text{imerode (IM,SE)}$ dissolves the grayscale, twofold, or pressed double picture IM, restoring the disintegrated picture IM2. With is help of sub blocking the image is marked in blocks. The image is given a particular threshold to identify the crack in the input image. Where ever the black pixel in found, it marks it as 1, the remaining is shown as 0.

#### IV. RESULTS

The ceramic tile image is converted to binary digits and then checked horizontally line by line for the crack in the image.

Below images show the process carried out.

The image is enhanced and then the crack is detected. Same procedure is carried out for different types of cracked tiles. Then the accuracy is calculated for the proposed framework to check whether it gives better accuracy in short time.

ROC curve, is a graphical plot that outlines the analytic capacity of a binary classifier framework as
its threshold is varied. The ROC curve is made by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) at different threshold set. The true positive rate is otherwise called affectability, review or likelihood of detection[1] in machine learning. The false-positive rate is otherwise called the drop out or likelihood of false alarm[1] and can be computed as (1 − specificity).

When all is said in done, if the probability distributions for both detection and false alert are known, the ROC curve can be created by plotting the cumulative distribution function of the identification probability in the y-pivot versus the cumulative distribution function of the false-caution probability on the x-pivot. The ROC is otherwise called a relative operating characteristic curve, since it is a correlation of two working qualities (TP and FP) as the criterion changes.

The accuracy formula to find the goodness of the proposed framework

\[
\text{Accuracy (ACC) = } \frac{\sum \text{True positive (TP)} + \sum \text{True negative (TN)}}{\sum \text{Total population}}
\]

The proposed system is tested on total 53 images to check the correctness of the system.

TP = 36
TN = 15

We have used ROC Curves to find the goodness of the accuracy.

The dark line shown above in the graph represents the accuracy of the proposed framework. Here the accuracy rate is 96.23%.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This work presents a complete system for automatic crack detection of ceramic tiles using image processing and machine learning.

This system can be used to the current market ceramic tile industry as substitution to the manual inspection system to achieve high accuracy, efficiency and to overcome the other drawbacks of manual inspection system.

In future we can make robust framework with dataset where all types of ceramic tiles are stored and cracks are detected.
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